
Inspiring Journeys invites travellers to embark on 

exclusive explorations through Australia and New 

Zealand, discovering ancient cultures and rugged 

destinations with the guiding hand of an expert. 

Inspiring Journeys venture off the beaten track, 

to truly connect guests with the destination, 

through immersive experiences in an intimate 

small group setting. Choose from a range of 

experiential journeys from 5 to 19 days in a group 

maximum of only 20 guests per journey and no 

children under 12, allowing the experiences to 

be more exclusive, allowing access to boutique 

accommodations and unique experiences.

Inspiring Journeys offers: 
• Great commission

• Boutique, immersive journey options

• Personalised agent support

• Simple booking process

inspiringjourneys.com

The Go-To Guide



The Four Pillars

 Discover
Delve into the soul of what makes each destination 
special – the sights, sounds, smells and tastes that set 
one location apart from another. Inspiring Journeys 
scratch beneath the surface, sharing not only 
iconic destinations, but places that few have had the 
opportunity to encounter without the guiding hand  
of an expert.

An Inspiring Journey offers the perfect balance of freedom from the stress of holiday planning, with 
the flexibility to shape your clients’ personal journeys. Each itinerary is designed to be catered to 
individual tastes by offering a range of authentic and enriching experiences.

 Gunlom Falls, Northern Territory

 Sailing in Sydney, New South Wales

 Redwoods Treewalk, Rotorua, New Zealand

 Under a Desert Moon Experience, Northern Territory

 Explore
An Inspiring Journey provides guests with the 
opportunity to connect with their surrounds, uncovering 
the insider experiences that any local would be proud to 
share. From Melbourne’s edgy street art to the soulful 
splendour of the Red Centre, every journey  
is unforgettable.

 Immerse
Be immersed in all the fascinating layers of a 
destination – the ancient and contemporary culture, 
centuries old heritage and the stories that make every 
stop a memorable one. Inspiring Journeys bring these 
stories to life, providing guests the opportunity to  
truly connect.  

 Relax
An Inspiring Journey is designed with flexibility in mind, 
giving guests time to unwind and enjoy the destination 
at their own pace. Be inspired by the scenic natural 
beauty that lies ahead. Steal a quiet moment,  
indulging in delicious local flavours and relaxing  
in serene locations.



The Inspiring Journeys Experience 
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Whats Included on an  
Inspiring Journey?
• Carefully selected hand-picked accommodation 

• Most meals, including Local Dining Experiences

• Complimentary refreshments 
throughout the journey

• Travel by bespoke vehicle with reclining seats,  
WiFi and air-conditioning

• A maximum of 20 guests to share your journey

• Expert Journey Director

• All entrance and National Park fees

• Exclusive activities and interaction 
with local communities

• Built-in leisure time, to explore 
destinations as you wish

• Airport transfers

Making Travel Matter
Inspiring Journeys partners with the TreadRight Foundation 
to safeguard the planet, wildlife and people in the places we 
visit for generations to come. For more information  
visit TreadRight.org

Kiwi Conservation Programme
We contribute to Rainbow Springs Kiwi Breeding Program in 
Rotorua to hatch and raise chicks, perform health checks and 
daily monitoring.

Australia Zoo Wildlife Warriors
In Australia, we’ve partnered with Australia Zoo Wildlife 
Warriors, one of the largest and busiest wildlife hospitals in 
the world!



Holiday 
Component Inspiring Journeys Independent Holiday

Hotels
INCLUDED

• Distinctive and stylish accommodation

• Ideally located for the destination      

•  Porterage and hotel tips included

• Hours of research

• Paying retail prices

• Unknown quality & locations

Unique 
Moments

INCLUDED

• Passionate and knowledgeable Journey Director or Driver Guide

• Delve deeper than just the iconic locations with unique experiences 

and local guides

• VIP entry to many attractions, some not accessible to general public

• No local expertise/assistance

• Relying on guidebooks

• Limited understanding of what you’re 

seeing

• Lengthy queues

Meals
INCLUDED

• Breakfast daily and many lunches and dinners

• Gourmet meals that capture the essence of a destination

• Welcome reception and Celebration dinners*

• Authentic experiences with a focus on local produce

• Tips included

• For all other meals, help with reservations and directions to where the 

locals eat

• Paying restaurant prices for meals

• Risk of poor quality food

• Additional cost for tips

•  Navigating unfamiliar menus and foods

• Time wasted on finding somewhere to eat

Transport
INCLUDED

•  Daily transportation on bespoke vehicles

• Professional Driver Guide 

• Relax in comfort

•  Fuel, toll charges and parking taken care of

• On-board complimentary Wifi, water and snacks

• Organise your own transport

• Risk of getting lost

• Unfamiliar road rules and signs

• Paying for tolls and parking

• Long roads with few fuel stops

• The stress of following maps

Exclusive 
Experiences

INCLUDED

•  Exclusive Local Dining Experience**

• Immersive and authentic hands-on experiences

• Traditional cultural experiences

•  Sightseeing with local guides & experts

• Only seeing sights that are easily 

accessible to the general public

• Limited cultural experiences and 

interaction with locals

*Welcome reception and Celebration dinners vary by itinerary. **Local dining experience on selected itineraries only.

Inspiring Journeys vs Independent Travel

Each Inspiring Journey has been superbly crafted to offer not only the most immersive experiences, but to add the tiny, 
noticeable touches that infuse the experience with an exclusivity only a privileged few will ever have the opportunity 
to experience. Throughout their Inspiring Journey, guests will be supported by a dedicated and passionate Journey 
Director who will share their unrivalled passion and knowledge, and uncover truly unique locations and secret trails.



Inspiring Journeys Savings
We offer a range of offers across our Australia and New 
Zealand journeys, including Early Bird Savings and Past 
Guest Discount. 

Visit inspiringjourneys.com/offers 

Agent Portal
Inspiring Journeys offers access to information, tools 
and resources to help you grow your business and sell 
Inspiring Journeys.

Our online tools help you manage your client bookings. 
Go to www.inspiringjourneys.com/trade-hub to log in 
or register for our agent portal and look online or get 
an accurate quote. Individual logins are required per 
consultant not per office. Online bookings are available 24 
hours a day. 

Earn Great Commission
Selling Australia & New Zealand holidays with Inspiring 
Journeys can make you real money. We offer great 
commission levels for our agent partners. 

Simple Booking Process
Simply call our friendly reservations team on  
1300 551 694 (EST) or email  
reservations@inspiringjourneys.com.au

Open Hours:  Monday to Friday 9am - 6pm  
  Saturday 9am – 1pm

We offer ‘Definite Departures’ on our most popular 
journeys. This means you can confidently book ahead and 
your clients can take advantage of airlines’ early booking 
deals and our Early Bird Savings.

Bespoke Fleet
We’ve thought of everything to make our guests’ journey 
as comfortable as possible. Travel in style with fully air-
conditioned coaches or bespoke 4WD vehicles. 

Our vehicles come with reclining seats, footrests, 
panoramic windows, and an on-board restroom, as well 
as phone chargers and free WiFi (coverage may vary in 
remote areas).
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#InspiringJourneys  #WonderOfTravel 
#SimplyInspiring

View the Inspiring Journeys brochure at:  
 inspiringjourneys.com/brochure

or order your copy from Brochure Flow

Agents
1300 551 694 
reservations@inspiringjourneys.com.au

Online 
inspiringjourneys.com/trade-hub


